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Calif. Venues Strike Alliance

May 18, 2002

LINDA DECKARD

The nascent alliance between historically fierce competitors is a chapter in the history books for the live concert business and the Los
Angeles scene. House of Blues (HOB) and its Universal Amphitheatre in Universal City, Calif., and Nederlander, with its Greek Theatre in Los
Angeles, began booking and marketing the two facilities jointly this season, debuting with the rollout of a subscription series for the two
theaters April  14.

That early offer closed May 3, and according to representatives of both parties, it was seamless from the consumers' point of view.
Surprisingly, it wasn't the meeting-room brawl one might expect, either.

This particular story began when Nederlander attempted to renew its longstanding contract with the city to manage the Greek, and HOB bid
against it. It took months of negotiations, lawsuits, and various potential partnerships before the issue was resolved. The city awarded a 10-
year contract—which includes an alliance pact with HOB—to Nederlander.

Greek Theatre GM Mike Garcia says the city council approved the final draft of the new lease April  30. It requires that Nederlander/HOB pay
the city either a minimum rent of $1.2 million a year or 8% of gross receipts and 6% of ancillaries (food, drink, parking, and merchandise),
whichever is greater. Nederlander also agreed to invest $10 million in upgrades at the Greek, which begin last November after the season.
HOB does not incur any of that cost.

The old contract required a minimum of $50,000 vs. 4%-5% of revenue, but Garcia points out that Nederlander had always paid as much as
15 times that amount, though less than $1 million.

Adam Burke, attorney for Nederlander and the Greek, explains that the alliance between Nederlander and HOB is "a pool and share
arrangement on the venues. They're booked sort of cooperatively. Both parties maintain full  control over their respective facilities, but we
have programs designed to benefit  consumers of both venues, in particular the [season] subscribers."

Burke says the sharing arrangement, which is private, is based on the historical performance of the two venues over a period of years. "It
was an interesting deal, a very clever arrangement fair to both parties and fair to consumers." It only applies during the Greek Theatre
season, which runs April  15-Oct. 31.

In practical terms, the alliance means Nederlander and HOB are not only cooperating but, more importantly, not competing to book acts. One
might assume that gives the buyer more leverage. HOB executive VP of talent Alex Hodges does not believe it translates into lower prices for
acts or into any act getting less than it is worth.

"We are paying top dollar and are proud to do so, because we know if you don't pay an artist their worth, they'll skip your venue or go
somewhere else. Any venue is a competitor; it doesn't have to be the same size. You take arenas and cut them down; take smaller venues
and do multiple shows."

Day to day, each theater still uses its own buyers to negotiate each deal, but now they share information. "We can legitimately say [to agents
and managers] instead of being fourth hold on a Friday night at both venues, 'What's your preference?' " Hodges says. "You want to play the
Greek, fine, they will make the offer. If they don't feel strongly about the show, call us back."
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Both Hodges and Ken Scher—executive VP of Nederlander's promotion arm, Parc Presentations—believe agents know what a band is
worth, and they don't want a promoter calling to say he overpaid and needs help. "The negotiation is still pretty intense with the agent,"
Hodges says. "It  just may not be the one-upmanship that was there and defied any sense of logic. There was a day I'd just as soon break
even or lose money than lose the show. Maybe it wasn't total insanity but borderline insanity."

Scher adds, "When we combine calendars, it's easier to do routing. Some of the major highlights on Universal's season are Alanis Morissette
and Sammy Hagar/David Lee Roth, and some of the Greek's are Alicia Keys, Jewel, Marc Anthony, [the] Down From the Mountain [tour],
and Lyle Lovett/Bonnie Raitt. All of those are promising to do sellout or multiples."

Subscriptions went on sale almost a month later than usual, a fact Hodges and Scher attribute to the aftershocks from last Sept. 11.
Everything got pushed back—records, tours, commitments. Hodges sees a resurgence in the marketplace, though, saying, "It's coming late,
but it's coming quick."

The Greek and Universal combined their subscription series into the Premier Marquee Club, good for shows at both venues. In the process,
they increased the minimum number of shows the buyer had to choose but gave them more options with the double lineups. For the Greek
subscriber, it also means there are now shows every month. For the Universal subscriber, it means if that theater is booked for three weeks
with an awards show, there's still something to do at the Greek.

A maximum of 25% of seats to some of the best shows are sold via subscription. Garcia says ticket sales are "up slightly from last year. We
don't have a lot of the lineup. Some of the major, multiple-night artists aren't there yet."

The alliance is set for 10 years, but it may be forever, Hodges says. Even with HOB on the market, both parties believe a new owner would
like the arrangement. "If  HOB is sold," Hodges speculates, "I guess the program and arrangement and affiliation goes with it until someone
else wants to discuss undoing something."
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